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Stochastic flows and geometric analysis 
on path spaces 

K. David Elworthy 

Abstract. 

Some aspects of geometric analysis on path spaces are reviewed. 
Special emphasis is given to the relevance of stochastic flows to· this 
analysis, and to the role of Ricci and higher order Weitzenbock curva
tures. Path spaces of diffeomorphism groups and of compact symmetric 
spaces are considered. 

§1. Introduction 

This is not a general review of path space analysis. It is rather a 
description of the role stochastic flows can play in such analysis, and a 
discussion of the special case of paths on compact Riemannian symmetric 
spaces, for example spheres. For a general introduction there is E. Hsu's 
monograph (31], also a Sugaku exposition with emphasis on loop spaces 
by S. Aida, (1], Leandre's survey (34] and, closer to this article, (25]. 

The structure is: 

(1) Generalities about analysis on path spaces CaM; 
(2) The case M =Diff(M), differential forms on CidDiff(M), sto

chastic flows, generalised (raw) Bismut formulae; 
(3) Paths on Lie groups, CidK, and symmetric spaces, Cx0 (KjG); 
(4) Comments on the Markov uniqueness problem and vanishing 

of L 2 harmonic one-forms on Cx0 (K/G). 
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It draws heavily on the joint work with Xue-Mei Li, and with Yves 
LeJan in (17], [19], [20], (21], [15], and (18], and on the the work of 
Shigekawa [41] and Fang & Franchi [28]. 

Ricci and higher order Weitzenbock curvatures play an important 
role in this analysis, and one way they arise is via stochastic flows, which 
here will be considered as processes on diffeomorphism groups. There 
are various other reasons for considering the case M =Diff(M). One is 
that many formulae, such as the raw Bismut formulae, naturally fit in 
that context. Another is that by using CidDiff(M) as the "model" space 
the transformation to paths on M is via the smooth deterministic map 
obtained by evaluation at our base point x0 of M, rather than by the 
solution map of an SDE as is the case if C0 Rm is used. This is especially 
striking when M is a symmetric space and our measure on CidDiff(M) 
is supported on the path space of a compact Lie group. 

§2. Generalities 

Let M denote a separable metrisable c= Banach manifold. In the 
sequel it will be either a compact manifold or a space of diffeomorphisms 
of a compact manifold. Take a base point a E M and a fixed positive 
timeT, and define the based path space CaM to consist of those contin
uous u : (0, T] - M with u(O) = a. This inherits a natural c= Banach 
manifold structure from that of M, see [13]. Recall that the tangent 
space at O" is given by 

Ta-CaM = { v E CoT M: v(t) E Ta-(t)• 0:::::; t:::::; T }· 

Let J.la be a Borel probability measure on CaM; we are thinking 
especially of the case when it is the law of some diffusion process on M. 

2.1. Bismut and £ 2 tangent spaces 

From the work of L. Gross in the 1960's on Abstract Wiener spaces, 
reviewed in [30], that of Daletskii & Shnaiderman for infinite dimen
sional Lie groups, [8], and the development of Malliavin Calculus [36], 
we expect that to get a useful version of differential analysis with a 
potential theory, Sobolev spaces etc., we need to restrict our differen
tiation to be along spaces of "admissible" directions given by Hilbert 
spaces Ha-, (-, -)a- defined for almost all O" E M, with continuous linear 
injections into the tangent space to M at u: 
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The images of these maps are sometimes called the Bismut tangent 
spaces and their disjoint union, 1-l := Ucr 1-lcr, with its projection onto 
CaM, the Bismut tangent bundle. 

Usually these spaces are constructed by taking a connection \7 on 
T M, or, in the case of the law of a degenerate diffusion on M, on some 
bundle E, say, with an injection into T M. If M is finite dimensional E 
would be a subundle ofT M. From this one obtains a linear transport: 

Wt" :TaM ---+ Tcr(t)M 

and a linear operator Tt from 

{ v E TcrCaM: v(t) = Wt"(h(t)),h E L~'1 ([0,T];TaM)} 

to L 2TcrCaM defined by 

~ v = Wt" !(wt")-1v(t). 

Here £~' 1 ([0, T]; TaM) refers to the finite energy paths in the tangent 
space to M at the base point and L 2TcrCaM denotes the £ 2 tangent 
space to our path space consisting of "tangent vectors" which are not 
necessarily continuous but are measurable and lie in £ 2 for some fixed 
Riemannian metric on M. In fact in the case of degenerate diffusions 
it is the bundle E which has a Riemannian metric but it is convenient 
to give T M a possibly weaker inner product or Finsler metric to make 
sense of the above. We then consider the restricted £ 2 tangent bundle 
£ 2£ consisting of (equivalence classes of) paths which take values almost 
surely in E and are in £ 2 • · These will be identified with elements of 
L 2TCaM via the inclusion of E in T M. 

Then we define 1-lcr to be the set of v with ¥tv E £ 2£. 
The space £ 2£ forms a smooth vector bundle over CaM, with a 

Riemannian metric, and we can use our operator ¥t to transfer this to 
the Bismut tangent bundle, at least over some set of full Ma-measure. 
See Sections 2.3 and 8.1 of [20]. 

2.2. H-differentiation, divergence operator, Clark-Ocone 
formulae 

To proceed take a space of smooth (in the Frechet sense) functions 
f on CaM, dense in L 2 (CaM, f.tai R), such as the space Cyl00 M of coo 
cylindrical functions, and define their H-derivative dH f" : 7-lcr ---+ R at 
cr to be the composition of the usual derivative at cr with icr. In the 
situations we are interested in this will give a densely defined closable 
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operator f 1-+ dH f from L2 (CaM,J.La;R) to the space of L 2-sections 
of the dual "bundle" to H, the L 2 H-one-forms on CaM· We will let d 
denote its closure and ID2•1 the domain of d with graph norm. There is a 
discussion of such analysis in this generality in [26] with some emphasis 
on the resulting Dirichlet forms. 

As usual we get the closed operator V', the gradient operator, from 
the domain of d to the space L 2rH of L 2 sections of H, the L 2 H-vector 
fields, We shall use ¢~ to denote the H-vector field corresponding to an 
H-one-form <P and the other way round, so(¢«)~=¢. Then V'f = (df)~. 
There is also the adjoint, div, of - V' defined from its domain in L 2rH 
to L 2 (CaM,J.La;R), so 

(1) 1 dfu(V(a))dJ.La(a) = -1 f(a) div(V)(a)dJ.La(a) 
Ca~ Ca~ 

(2) = 1 (V'f(a), V(a))udJ.La(a). 
Ca~ 

On CaM there is the filtration {Ft}09:5T of sigma-sub-algebras of 
the Borel sigma-algebra where Ft is the sigma-algebra generated by the 
evaluation maps, ev8 : CaM ~ M for 0 ~ s ~ t. For a function defined 
on CaM to be measurable with respect to Ft essentially means that 
it depends only on the restrictions of each path to the interval [0, t]. 
A vector field V on CaM is said to be adapted if a 1-+ V(a)(t) is Fr 
measurable for each t. In our situations adapted vector fields which are 
L 2-sections of H are in the domain of the divergence operator. Then the 
divergence is given by an Ito integral. In the notation of [15] 

{TID 
div V(a) = - Jo ( dt V(a), d{ 0" }(t))u(t). 

In our situations there will be a special class of solutions to the 
equation div V = f for given square integrable f : CaM ~ R with 
fca~ fdJ.La = 0. These are the solutions given by generalised Clark
Ocone formulae. For this, given an H-one-form¢ in L 2 , define CO(¢) E 

L2 (CaM;R) by 

(3) CO(¢) =- div('P¢~) 

where for any H-vector field V in L2 we let PV be the orthogonal projec
tion onto the L 2 adapted H-vector fields. This is determined by taking 
conditional expectations and is given by 
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Then iff : CaM --+ R is in ID2•1 the Clark-Ocone formula states 
that for almost all a 

(5) f(a) = { fdJLa + CO(df). 
JcaM 

The first version of the Clark-Ocone formula for path spaces of man
ifolds was by S. Fang, [27]. He pointed out that it implies that the space 
of exact H-one-forms is closed in the space of H-one-forms, and so there 
is a spectral gap for the generalised Laplacian, or Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
operator, 6 = div 'V, with a Poincare inequality. Later Capitaine, Hsu, 
& Ledoux [6] showed that it implies a logarithmic Sobolev inequality, see 
also [17]. For extensions to more general f on Abstract Wiener spaces, 
see [42]. 

§3. Paths on diffeomorphism groups 

3.1. Wiener processes on Diff(M) and their Ito maps 
Let M be a smooth compact and connected manifold. Let vs (M) 

denote the space of diffeomorphisms of M in the Sobolev space H 8 , for 
sufficiently large 8 > 0. By the Sobolev embedding theorem V 8 (M) will 
consist of cr diffeomorphisms if 8 > ~ dimM + r. It is a coo Hilbert 
manifold, and a topological group. Moreover each right translation Ro : 
V 8 (M) --+ V 8 (M) given by Ro(h) =hoB, by an element BE V 8 (M), is 
coo. Let Diff( M) denote the space of coo diffeomorphisms. This is the 
intersection, ns vs ( M), and our processes etc. will actually be on this 
space. For our purposes it is easier to have a Hilbert manifold structure 
so we will usually work on V 8 (M) for high 8. There are approaches to 
working directly on Diff(M), see [37] or [40], but stochastic differential 
equations theory in Frechet, or even general Banach spaces, is not well 
developed. 

We consider a Wiener process on Diff(M) in the sense of Baxendale 
[2]. This is a sample continuous stochastic process { ~t : t :2': 0} with 
values in Diff(M), starting at the identity element id, with independent 
increments on the left which are identically distributed i.e. for h > 0 and 
0 ::=; 8 < t the increments ~t+h~;:h and ~t~; 1 are independent and have 
the same law. For simplicity we shall make the symmetry assumption 
that {~t: t;:::: 0} and {~; 1 : t;:::: 0} have the same law. We will restrict 
to times t E [0, T]. We will discuss analysis on the path space Cidvs 
with measure /Lid the law of ~ .. 

By Baxendale's theorem, [2], such a process can be considered as 
the solution flow to a Stratonovich stochastic differential equation on M 
driven by a possibly infinite dimensional Brownian motion. 
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More precisely there is a Hilbert space £, (a gothic k), of smooth 
vector fields on M continuously included in each of the spaces :ns of H 8 

vector fields on M and inducing a Gaussian measure on each of them. 
In turn this determines a Gaussian measure lP' on C0 :D 8 for which the 
canonical process Bt: C0 :D 8 --. :D 8 , t E [O,T], given by Bt(u) = u(t) is a 
Wiener process. Then, treating :ns as the tangent space at the identity 
to vs, our process ( can be taken, up to law, to be the solution to the 
right invariant Stratonovich stochastic differential equation: 

(6) d~t = TRf.., o dBt 

starting at the identity. Alternatively it is the solution flow to the sto
chastic differential equation on M: 

(7) 

where evy : :D 8 --. TyM denotes evaluation at y EM. 
For us the main point is that we obtain a measurable map, the Ito 

map of the stochastic differential equation (6) 

y:ns : Co:D 8 --* CidD8 

given by I'Ds(w)t = ~t(w). This sends lP' to J.lxo· It will play the role of 
a chart for our non-linear path space. 

3.2. The Bismut tangent spaces for Diff(M) 
We have a Hilbert bundle E 8 over D8 obtained by right translat

ing our reproducing Hilbert space £. This is the image of the principal 
symbol of the possibly infinite-dimensional diffusion generator of~-. Al
though left translation is not smooth on vs the map 

given by (!, h) f-+ f 0 h is cr' [12], so E 8 is a smooth bundle with a 
natural smooth right invariant metric and flat connection. It gives rise 
to a smooth Hilbert bundle L 2£ over Cidvs as described above. 

Our transport operators will be taken to be left translations: 

Wt" = T Lu(t) : TidD 8 --. Tu(t) D 8 

so 

(8) 

Then as above we obtain the Bismut tangent space, at a path u. It will 
be denoted by H;:. It is defined for all u E CidDs. 
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At any fixed time t E [0, T] our Ito map I'fs has an H-derivative in 
the sense of Malliavin calculus, Tw'If• E lL<2(H; TyX!• (w), V 8 ), for almost 

all w E C0fl 8 • Here H = L~'\[0, T]; £) and lL2 refers to Hilbert-Schmidt 
maps. It is given by 

:Ds rt -1 d 
Twit (h) =TLcr(t) Jo (TLcr(r)) TRcr(r)drh(r)dr 

(ID)-1 . 
= dt ( T Rcr( _ J h) 

where(}"= I:D• (w). 
Thus we obtain TI:D• : C0fl 8 x H ~ TCidvs which maps the trivial 

H-bundle to our Bismut tangent bundle. It is only defined up to sets of 
measure zero but is isometric on fibres. 

3.3. Analysis on Diff(M) 

We can take the closure of our H-differentiation on the space of cylin

drical functions F : Cidvs ~ R of the form F((J") = g((J"(h)(x1 ), ... , 

(J"(tk)(xk)) for g a smooth function on k copies of M and t 1 , ... , tk in 

[0, T] with x1 , ... , Xk in M, to get the analysis described in Section 3.2. 
A Clark-Ocone formula with consequent log Sobolev inequality can be 
found in [17]. 

In the sense of [20] this is a situation where the Ito map has no 
"redundant noise". It is invertible and essentially fits into the framework 
of Fang & Franchi [28] though vs is infinite dimensional. Either way 
we can deduce that our -Ito map does give an "isomorphism" as in [28]. 
In particular an £ 2 function F : C0V 8 ~ R is in ID2 ' 1 if and only if its 
composition with the Ito map is in the ID2 ' 1 space of the linear space 
C0f' 8 and then there is the chain rule: 

(9) 

where I:D• * denotes the pull back operation on forms, i.e. composition 
with TI:D• for H-one-forms or with its exterior powers for higher order 
forms. In fact we can define H-q-forms on C0V 8 to be measurable sections 
of the exterior power 1\qHK of our Bismut tangent bundle, obtain a 
closed exterior derivative operator on the corresponding spaces of £ 2 

forms and we see, as in [28], that the Ito map gives an isomorphism of 
the resulting deRham complex with that of the Abstract Wiener space 
corresponding to the inclusion of£ into C0f' 8 • For the latter see [41]. In 
particular the £ 2 cohomology is trivial. 
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3.4. Some special vector fields on Diff(M) 

Assume in this section that evy : t ~ TyM is surjective for all 
y E M. This corresponds to non-degeneracy of the SDE (7). Give TyM 
the quotient inner product, (-, -)y say. Then evy has a right inverse 
Yy E IL(TyM;t) defined by (Yy(v),a)e = (v,evya)y for all a E t and all 
y E M. It can be written in terms of the reproducing kernel of£, as in 
[17], [15]. As in [19] we follow what is now a rather standard procedure 
to lift certain processes taking values in tensor bundles of M to tensor 
fields on fiat Wiener space. This goes back Malliavin's approach to 
Hi:irmander's theorem, and to Bismut, for example see [4], [3]. We can 
then transfer them to Cid'D8 • Take b E Tx0 M and define an H-vector 
field hb : Co:D 8 ~ £~' 1 ([0, T]; £) on Co:D 8 by 

(10) 

Using formula (9), this can be pushed forward by TIT>s to give the 
H-vector field Vb on Cid'D 8 : 

Note that since evy(Yyv) = v for all v E TyM, evaluation at x 0 

yields 

(12) 

These vector fields are in the domain of the divergence operator and 
their divergences can be expressed as Ito integrals, [17]: 

(13) divVb(~.) = -lT(:h~,dBr)e 

(14) =-loT (T~r(b), eve,r(xo)dBr)t;r(xo) 

where we are abusing notation by using IT>s and its inverse as an iden
tification. From this, if we set vi = vb' for tangent vectors bi' i = 1, ... 
in Tx0 M, the divergence of the H-(q+ 1)-vector field Vi 1\ V 2 1\ · · · 1\ vq+l 
can be given by the usual formula, as in [41], 
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(15) 

qdivV1 1\ V 2 1\ · .. 1\ vq+1 

q+l 

= 2)-1)l(divVl)V1 (\ . .. (\ V1 (\ ... (\ vq+1 

j=1 

"+" • > 1 A A 1 (-1)' 1 [V\ V 1 ] 1\ V 1\ ... Vi 1\ · · · 1\ V1 1\ ... 1\ vq+ . 

In the special case of gradient flows, when all the elements of £ 
are gradient vector fields, it is shown in [19] that the vector fields 
hb, b E Tx0 M commute; so therefore will {Vb : b E Tx 0 M} and the 
Lie brackets above vanish. In this situation, if we take an orthonormal 
base E 1 , E 2 , . . . for £ and choose J1 : M ---. R with j1 ( x0 ) = 0 such 
that E1 = \7 j1 for each j, we have an isometric immersion 1]J : M ---. £ 
given by y r-t Lj J1 (y)E1 with derivative Y. Commutativity holds af
ter a short calculation because this integrability of Y implies that the 
exterior derivative of Y vanishes. 

§4. Descent to M 

by 

4.1. Induced semi-groups on functions and forms on M 
For bounded measurable f : M ---. R and t ~ 0 define Ptf : M ---. R 

Ptf(y) = Ef(f;t(Y)), 

the expectation being with respect to IP'. This gives a diffusion semi
group with generator restricting to a smooth diffusion operator, A say, 
on smooth functions. It will have a Hormander form representation 
obtained by taking an orthonormal basis of£; so there may be an infinite 
sum of squares of vector fields in this representation. 

There are also extensions of this to differential forms ¢ on M by 
defining Ptc/J = Et;;(¢). The generator of this semi-group, Aq say for q
forms, is obtained by applying the Hormander form representation just 
mentioned for A and interpreting it as a sum of squares of Lie derivatives 
acting on forms; see [14] and [17]. Note that these commute with exterior 
differentiation: dP? = P?+1d. 

4.2. The diffeomorphism bundle, related connections and 
decomposition of ( 

Let p = evx0 : vs ---. M. This is a coo submersion giving vs the 
structure of a principal bundle with group v~o' those diffeomorphisms 
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in vs which fix the base point x0 , acting on the right, though we need 
to remain careful about the differentiability. 

Set Xt = p(~t) = ~t(x0 ) and let f-Lxo denote its law as a measure on 
Cx0 M. Suppose the generator A is elliptic. Then a principal connection 
is induced on p: vs ___, M. The horizontal lift map, he : TyM ___, TeV8 

for (} E vs with B(x0 ) = y, is determined by the reproducing kernel of 
our space e of vector fields, see [16] or [15]: 

(16) he(v)(x) = Yy(v)(B(x)). 

In fact ellipticity of A can be replaced by cohesiveness at the expense 
of dealing with semi-connections, [15]. 

From this connection we obtain a connection, '\7 say, on the tangent 
bundle T M to M. If (j is a piecewise C 1 path ,in M starting at Xo let 
& be its horizontal lift to vs starting from the identity; it will lie in 
Diff(M). Then, [15], the '\7 parallel translation along IJ' will be given by 

J/t = Tx0 U(t). 

Stochastic calculus gives a lift of { Xt : 0 s t S T} to a horizontal 
process Xt : C0::D 8 ___, vs, 0 S t S T, starting at the identity, and from 
this we obtain a decomposition: 

(17) 

where for f-Lxo- almost all paths (j the process g~ is a v~o -valued diffusion 
independent of {xt; 0 S t s T}. See [15] where such decompositions are 
discussed in some generality. 

4.3. Raw generalised Bismut formulae 

We continue with the previous notation, but assume that the process 
{ Xt := evx0 f.t : 0 S t S T}, i.e. the solution to the SDE (7) from 
a point xo E M is a non-degenerate diffusion with generator A and 
that the connection '\7 induced on TM as above (or equivalently that 
obtained by projection using the evaluation map, ev_ : M x e ___, T M: 
the LJW-connection of the SDE (7) in the sense of [17]), is the Levi
Civita connection, \7, for the Riemannian metric on M determined by 
A. Then with respect to that Riemannian structure, A = ~ 6. and the 
solutions of equation (7) are Brownian motions on M. This will hold, 
for example, if e consists of gradient vector fields as described above. It 
also holds in the symmetric space situation discussed below. 

In this situation the semi-groups induced by ( on forms are the usual 
heat semi-groups with generators Aq = ~6. for 6. the Hodge Laplacian, 
[17]. To demonstrate one use of this let ¢be a smooth one-form on M 
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and consider b\ b2 in Tx0 M as above. Fix T E (0, T]. Pull <P back to get 
the one form <P on CiaV8 : 

(18) 

for a E Cia1JB and v E TuCiiD8 • 

Since exterior differentiation commutes with pull-backs, we have by 
integration by parts on CiaV8 : 

using equations (13), (15) and the fact that in our situation the bracket 
term of equation (15) vanishes on evaluation, [19]. 

By the martingale property of stochastic integrals this yields Xue
Mei Li's formula, [35] 

(The factor of 2~ rather than~ comes from using the conventions of [21] 
rather than [19].) 

This gives a formula for the exterior derivative of Pt<P in terms of ¢> 
and so extends to bounded measurable forms. The same argument works 
for any q E {0, 1, 2, ... }, with q = 0 being the better known, and most 
useful, case. As it stands it is not intrinsic, since it depends on the choice 
of stochastic flow (. However by "integrating out the redundant noise", 
i.e. conditioning with respect to evaluation at x0 , an intrinsic version can 
be found, [24]. It involves Weitzenbock curvatures. These arise because 
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the conditional expectation, !\qTx0 ~t(Vo) := E{ 1\q Tx0 ~t(Vo)lp(() =a} 
is given by 

(19) 

for almost all a E Cx 0 M where Vo E Tx 0 M and R~ : NTyM-. NTy 
is the q-th Weitzenbock curvature, corresponding to the Ricci curvature 
when q = 1; see [23] for gradient systems and [17] in general. 

This conditioning is essentially a push forward operation by integra
tion over the fibres of evx0 : OdDs -. C0 M. This could be achieved by 
using the decomposition (17) but the approach in [17] following [23] is 
simpler. There are other versions and generalisations of these formulae 
in [10], see also [38]. 

For more geometric applications of this sort of analysis of stochastic 
flows see Kusuoka [32] and Elworthy & Rosenberg [22]. 

4.4. Analysis on Cx0 M 

We continue with the previous notation and assumptions, so that M 
is Riemannian, compact, and furnished with its Levi-Civita connection. 
We will also let p: GilDs -. Cx0 M denote the induced map on the path 
spaces. Again it is a 0 00 submersion. It also maps f.Lid to the Brownian 
motion measure f.Lxo, and the composition of it with yns is the Ito map 
I: Co::Ds-. Cx0 M, ofthe SDE (7), so Xt(w) = I(w)t, 0:::; t:::; T. 

Define transport operators along almost all paths a in M by 

(20) 

for vo E Tx 0 M where Ric~ : T M -. T Misgiven by the Ricci tensor. This 
is the damped or Dohrn-Guerra parallel translation. It defines ¥t and 
the Bismut tangent spaces 1iu as before. As a subset of TuCoM we can 
characterise 1iu as the set of tangent vectors v such that t f--+ (//f)-1v(t) 
is in £ 2,1 ([0, T]; Tx0 M). This is a standard definition, but we give it the 
damped inner product : 

This has various advantages, as will be seen, and is often used, e.g. [7], 
[39] since it simplifies many formulae. 

From formula (12), if Vb is one of the H-vector fields on Cidvs 

described above then T~;p(Vb(~.))t = tTxo~t(b). Since Txo~t is generally 
only continuous in t, even after parallel translation back to Tx0 M, we 
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see that Tp does not map Bismut tangent spaces to Bismut tangent 
spaces in general. However if we condition as described above and let 
the result be denoted by TpVb((}) E TcrCx0 M, for almost all(} E Cx0 M 
we get precisely that 

TpVb((})t = Wt(tb) 

and so we obtain an H-vector field on Cx0 M. We can clearly replace 
t I-? tb by any element of L~' 1Tx0 M. In fact from [20] we see that we can 
replace Vb by any £ 2 H-vector field Von Cidvs to get an £ 2 H-vector 
field TpV on Cx 0 M. Dually the usual pull back map of one-forms by p 
extends to a continuous linear map 

from £ 2 H-one-forms on Cx0 M to those on Cid'D8 • This is given by 
stochastic integration, [20]. 

One of the main results is that iff : Cx 0 M ----+ R is in JD2•1 then so 
is f o'I, and hence fop, with the chain rule, as in (9), 

(21) d(j 0 p) = p*(df). 

A major open problem is whether f o p E 1D2 ' 1 implies f E JD2 •1 . This 
is equivalent to Markov uniqueness for the "Laplace" or "Ornstein
Uhlenbeck" operator/';, on CxoM given by/';,= div'V acting on smooth 
cylindrical functions, as shown in [20] using Eberle's work [11]. Markov 
uniqueness is slightly weaker than essential self-adjointness. It corre
sponds to the existence of a unique "Brownian motion" on Cx0 M; that 
is a Markov process whose generator agrees with ~ /';, on smooth cylin
drical functions, [11]. This will also follow if we can show that if g is in 
JD2•1 on Cidvs then its conditional expectation with respect top is also 
in JD2 •1 , [20]. 

The key to the relationship between Markov uniqueness and com
position properties with p is the notion of weak differentiability. We say 
that an £ 2 function f on M is weakly differentiable if it is in the domain 
of the adjoint of the restriction of the divergence operator to JD2 ·1-H
vector fields. Here we use the damped Markovian connection described 
in Section 4.5 below. Let df E IL}rH* be the resulting weak derivative, 
i.e. the adjoint of this restriction of the divergence, and let W 2•1 denote 
the space of such functions. For flat Wiener space, JD2•1-H-vector fields 
are dense in the domain of the divergence and so there is no difference 
between JD2•1and W 2•1 . Eberle showed that this equality is equivalent 
to Markov uniqueness, though he based his definition of weak differen
tiability on cylindrical one-forms rather than JD2•1 vector fields. From 
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(20] we have 

(22) f E W2•1 {::::=)> fop E ID2•1 . 

4.5. £ 2 H-forms and Hodge Theory 

In the presence of curvature, such as when using the Levi~Civita 
connection for a non-flat manifold M, the Lie bracket of H-vector fields 
will not generally be an H-vectot field, [9], and defining H-2-forms to be 
sections of the dual bundle 1\21{* to the exterior product bundle, with 
Hilbert space completion, l\21i, does not lead to a closed exterior deriv
ative operator on £ 2 H-forms, [33]. The difficulty reveals itself in the 
formula (15) for the divergence. This problem was skirted by Leandre 
in [33] to get a cohomology theory for H-forms using such exterior pow
ers, but this did not include an £ 2 Hodge decomposition or self-adjoint 
Laplacian. 

An alternative procedure given in detail in [21] is to modify the 
definition of H-form. As usual they will be sections of dual bundles to 
a bundle of exterior powers of tangent vectors 1iq, q = 1, 2, ... , with 
1i1 = 1i. However the bundles 1iq are perturbations of the usual 1\ q1i 
by a transformation using the curvature of M. They were originally 
defined by the projection obtained by integrating out the noise from 
exterior powers of the H-derivative of the Ito map I. In (18] they are 
shown to depend only on the Riemannian structure of M. 

The elements of 1{2 can be described using the damped Markovian 
connection on 1{. This is conjugate by ¥t to the Leyi-Civita connection, 
or "pointwise connection", on the £ 2 tangent bundle, L 2TCx0 M, inher
ited as described in [13] from the Levi-Civita connection of M. Let IR de
note its curvature operator. Then u E 1{2 if and only if u- IR( u) E 1\ 21{1 , 

[21]. In [19] it was shown that exterior powers such as V 1(x0 ) 1\ V 2(x0 ), 

for V1 and V 2 as in Section 3.4, are sections of 1i2 • 

It seems not so easy to characterise elements of 1iq for q > 2 and 
so far closability of exterior differentiation on the resulting forms has 
only been shown for one and for two forms, with consequent self-adjoint 
Hodge Laplacian, !:. = -(dd* + d*d) and Hodge decomposition for such 
forms, [21], [18]. It is reasonable to expect that the corresponding £ 2 

deRham cohomology groups should vanish since Cx0 M is contractible 
and the measure involved is finite; see for example [5] aild (29] for discus
sions of analogous fir:iite dimensional situations. We consider this when 
M is a symmetric space next. 
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§5. Paths on symmetric spaces 

We now specialise further to assume that M is a compact Riemann
ian symmetric space with associated compact Lie group K acting on its 
left, as isometries. Let p: K---+ M be k f-t k.xo, giving an identification 
of M with the quotient K/G of K by G := p-1 (x0 ), the isotropy group 
of x 0 . Under the right multiplication of G on K the map p: K---+ M is a 
principal G-bundle. This is naturally included into the diffeomorphism 
bundle discussed above, and we will use the notation used there. 

The standard example is given by M = 8 2 , with x0 the North Pole, 
K = 80(3) acting as rotations, and G = 80(1) = 8 1 . 

We suppose ( takes values in K and is a standard Brownian mo
tion there for the hi-invariant metric on K which projects down to the 
metric on M. Then£ will be the Lie algebra of K with induced inner 
product. The Bismut tangent spaces 1tf. are as constructed on the full 
diffeomorphism group in Section 3.2 above. 

The process { Xt : 0 ::; t ::; T} is a Brownian motion on M, and 
the connection induced by ( on M is the Levi-Civita connection, [17], 
so that we are in the situation of Section 4.4 above. In particular if 
f : Cx0 M---+ R is in ID2 '1 then fop is in ID2•1 . 

As with the full diffeomorphism group we keep the £ 2-deRham com
plex on CidK based on exterior powers 1\q'HK. The fact that our sto
chastic flow ( is a flow of isometries allows us to pull back H-2-forms on 
Cx0 M to CidK giving a continuous linear map, [18], 

p*: L2r7t2*---+ L2r /\21-lK*. 

This enables us to give a vanishing result for the first £ 2 deRham 
cohomology of Cx0 M. We use d1 for the exterior derivative as a closed 
operator from its domain in L 2r7t* to L2r7t2*: 

Theorem 1. Suppose M is a compact Riemannian symmetric space 
and Cx0 M is furnished with Brownian motion measure. 

If¢ E L2r7t* with d1¢ = 0 then ¢ = df for some f E W2•1. 

The details of the proof and related results will appear elsewhere. 
The main tool is the Clark-Ocone formula (5) and the main steps are 
as follows: 

(1) CO(¢) o p = CO(p*¢) 
(2) d1¢ = 0 ~ d1(p*¢) = 0 
(3) Apply Fang & Franchi [28] to see 

d (CO(p*¢)) = p*¢ 
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(4) Therefore CO(¢) E W 2•1 and d(CO(¢)) = ¢. 
We used the equivalence (22). 

An immediate corollary is: 

Corollary 2. If Markov uniqueness holds the first L 2 deRham co
homology group of Cx0 M vanishes. 

Since an H-one-form¢ is harmonic if and only if d1¢ = 0 and d*¢ = 0 
we can use the definition of the weak derivative to obtain: 

Corollary 3. There are no non-zero 102 •1 harmonic one-forms on 
Cx0 M. 

Recall that Markov uniqueness would follow if it were true that the 
conditional expectation of any 102•1 function f on CidK with respect 
to the sigma-algebra generated by p is also in 102 •1 . Intuitively this 
conditioning corresponds to integration over the fibres of p so in some 
sense the question is about the smoothness of the measure /-lid on CidK 
as it relates to the principal bundle structure of p: CidK---+ Cx 0 M. 

Added in proof. This approach has been extended in joint work with 
Yuxin Yang to prove Theorem 1 and its corollaries for the case of Man 
arbitrary compact Riemannian manifold with Levi-Civita connection, 
and in the symmetric space case to prove Theorem 1 with f E 102 •1 and 
¢=df. 
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